APC 2018 Successes


Closely monitored proposed and continuing development in the Arnold area, including Wroxeter Estates,
East Joyce Lane, 35 Old Frederick Road, Dogwood Senior Mobile Home Park, Antioch Church, and 977
Ritchie Highway



Testified successfully at an administrative hearing against a new separate Dunkin Donuts sign



Advocated for improvements in Route 2 related to traffic flow and safety



Advocated for county funding of adequate public facilities to match the rate of development



Developed strategies to ensure that Arnold was in the forefront of and had input in Plan 2040



Partnered with other local groups to advocate for transportation improvements, including the Severn
River and Bay bridges



Monitored progress on the Broadneck Trail and its connection to the B&A Bike Trail and continued to
investigate the possibility of a pedestrian bridge over Route 2



Worked with the Peninsula Coalition to bring attention to the specialized needs of living on a peninsula



Sponsored the Century Ride rest stop at Arnold Station for a fifth year



Participated in the May and October Bike-to-School Days



Coordinated three clean-ups on Route 2

APC 2019 Challenges


Continue to make efforts to ensure that Arnold is informed and participates in Plan 2040



Continue to monitor development in Arnold and press for enforcement of the county Code



Obtain county and state representation in all discussions regarding transportation initiatives that affect Arnold,
especially those involving Route 2



Continue working for requiring adequate public facilities for all new developments, regardless of size



Continue to advocate for multi-modal transportation options, in particular monitoring and providing input on
bike trail activity in Arnold



Work for improved Planning and Zoning regulations, especially those involving cluster developments



Continue to draw attention to infrastructure backlogs and advocate for adequate funding to match



Carry out initiatives to assist Community and Homeowner Associations in networking, understanding the
General Development Plan and abiding by Planning and Zoning regulations, especially with regard to storm
water management



Continue to work with the Peninsula Coalition to emphasize the special challenges of peninsula living

